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Home and Garden - Design, decorating, gardening site for SF Bay Area Home & Garden. The home, design and gardening resource for the San Francisco Bay Area and beyond.

Mike Massa, Senior Art Director Mike Massa, who began at The Chronicle in early 2000 as a sports copy editor, is a designer and creator of digital content. Most of his content comes from sports data research and is often found on the Sporting.


Home Exclusive Bay Area and San Francisco breaking news, sports, tech, and food and wine coverage, plus enhanced coverage of Giants, 49ers and Warriors.

Reid Sams, Deputy Art Director Reid Sams is the deputy art director for The San Francisco Chronicle.

Top Chinese Restaurants in the Bay Area Where to experience the best of Chinese food and drink, including numbing Sichuan feasts, dim sum and...
farm-to-table fare.

**West Oakland fire destroys 3 homes** He, his mother and his brother had lived in the home that has been in the family for more than two decades. Oakland firefighters battled a three-alarm fire in West Oakland that destroyed three homes. Oakland

*Jackie Kirk, among the first to portray the faces of AIDS victims in fine art, dies at 91* She had painted on May 21, the day she suffered a stroke at her home in Fairfax, said her daughter Bobbi Wilson. It was the start of her career as a portrait artist, which she honed while teaching art

*Kaval: A's using Triple-A Las Vegas ballpark as temporary home a 'hypothetical' but could be considered* Kaval told The Chronicle that if the A's needed a temporary home, he does consider Las Vegas Ballpark "an option," but for now the scenario is "hypothetical." But I think in general if it was required, like

*Review: Memoir 'At the Chinese Table' is both cookbook and delicious love story* Unfortunately, her college-level Mandarin is spotty at best, and her inability to communicate, let alone assimilate into the infamously impervious-to-foreigners community, nearly causes her to jump on the first
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